Human Endothelial Cell Collection from the Middle Cerebral Artery in Acute Ischemic Stroke.
Endovascular treatment for large-vessel acute ischemic stroke (AIS) has rapidly emerged. However, the understanding of the complex biology involving endothelial cells (ECs) remains scarce. Using stent retrievers during endovascular thrombectomy (ET) in patients with AIS, ECs were segregated, centrifuged in a dissociation buffer, and suspended in endothelial specific antibody solution. Subsequently, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and microscopic analyses were performed. Three stent-retriever devices (2 Solitaire, 1 Trevo) were collected as separate deployments. Of 5.0% (±.48%) total events using FACS, 6.8% (±.68%) of cells were specific for ECs using fluorescent markers and were further visualized on fluorescence microscopy for consistence with the positive controls. We describe a novel, minimally invasive biopsy technique to collect and harvest ECs from stent retrievers during ET and validate the approach in the treatment of AIS. Further work for detailed characterization and viability assessment of ECs is needed to compare their biology with in vitro and animal models.